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When Tay - a Twitter chatbot developed by Microsoft - was activated this
March, the company was taken by surprise by what Tay had become. Within
less than 24 hours of conversation with Twitter users Tay had learned to make
racist, anti-semitic and misogynistic statements that have raised eyebrows in
the Twitter community and beyond. What had happened? While Microsoft
certainly tested the chat bot before release, planning for the reactions and the
social environment in which it was deployed proved tremendously difficult.
Yet, the Tay Twitter chatbot incident is just one example for the many
challenges which arise when embedding algorithms and computing systems into
an ever increasing spectrum of social systems. In this viewpoint we argue that,
due to the resulting feedback loops by which computing technologies impact
social behavior and social behavior feeds back on (learning) computing systems,
we face the risk of losing control over the systems that we engineer. The
result are unintended consequences that affect both the technical and social
dimension of computing systems, and which computer science is currently not
well-prepared to address. Highlighting exemplary challenges in core areas like
(1) algorithm design, (2) cyber-physical systems, and (3) software engineering,
we argue that social aspects must be turned into first-class citizens of our
system models. We further highlight that the social sciences, in particular the
interdisciplinary field of Computational Social Science [1], provide us with means
to quantitatively analyze, model and predict human behavior. As such, a closer
integration between computer science and social sciences not only provides social
scientists with new ways to understand social phenomena. It also helps us to
regain control over the systems that we engineer.
Regaining Control about Algorithms The design of algorithms is traditionally seen as a combination of mathematical problem solving, programming techniques, and performance optimization. While it is clear that space and runtime
complexity of algorithms are key aspects that must guide their design, we lack
proper language and methods to deal with their social complexity. This social
complexity can refer to, e.g., legal, sociological or ethical implications of algo1

rithms which arise if computing is applied to analyze or – increasingly – influence
and steer human behavior. As an example consider recommendation algorithms
which recommend, for instance, news items, books, food, or even potential
dating partners based on past user behavior. Including personal characteristics like education, income, age, gender, ethnicity or even sexual preferences
may improve the predictive quality of such algorithms. At the same time it
can reinforce adverse social phenomena like, e.g., socio-economic segregation,
discrimination, echo-chambers or polarization, all of which recently triggered a
debate about legal regulations of machine learning algorithms and the role of
social media in our political landscape. Although issues like the responsible use
of computing or values in the design of technical systems [2] have been discussed
for decades1 , since algorithms become the “sensory gating” of both individuals
and the digitized society as a whole, the problem has reached a new level of
complexity and urgency. It opens up new avenues of research that require us
to answer questions like: Can we quantitatively assess and predict the impact
of recommender algorithms on public opinion formation and polarization? How
to incorporate fairness, transparency and accountability aspects into machine
learning and information retrieval algorithms? Can new classes of algorithms
reconcile the undoubted economic opportunities of big data with the individual
right of anonymity, with societal needs as well as ethical and legal constraints?
Both applied and theoretical computer scientists have taken on the challenge of addressing these questions. In the machine learning community this
is documented in, e.g., the Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency in Machine Learning (FAT ML) workshop series2 , and recent works addressing problems like, e.g., implicit discrimination in data mining [3] or classification algorithms that incorporate fairness constraints [4]. Similarly, the development of
privacy-enhancing technologies based on ‘zero-knowledge’ proofs [5], statistical
databases and differential privacy [6] pose interesting challenges for theoretical
computer science and algorithm design and offer ways to mitigate some of the
imminent challenges. These can be seen as promising examples for a new class
of algorithms whose design not only takes into account what is computationally
possible, but also by what is socially desirable and ethically and legally justifiable. However, if and how algorithm design can be informed by theories about
the mechanisms behind (adversary) collective phenomena like the ones mentioned above is still an open question. Future research is thus likely to benefit
from a closer integration of existing (computational) models of human behavior.
Regaining Control about Cyber-Physical Systems How digital technologies affect the life of citizens and the development of whole societies has recently
become the focus of a lively public debate. What has been less discussed is that
the digitization of society also implies that technical systems are increasingly
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affected by human behavior and societal phenomena which are impossible to
predict at design time, and difficult to anticipate at run time. Examples can
be found in cyber-physical systems and smart infrastructures like power grids,
communication networks, information or mobility systems, which increasingly
incorporate autonomous components that monitor and adapt to the behavior of
users. This not only leads to a feedback cycle between technical systems and
human behavior, but it also threatens models which treat humans as an externality rather than as an integral component of technical systems. Changing this
requires us to tackle questions like: How do incentive and pricing mechanisms
in smart infrastructures, e.g. for energy, mobility or communication, influence
collective user behavior, and how does this behavior feed back on the infrastructure? How will human drivers in traffic infrastructures respond to adaptive
traffic control schemes, and how will this very response influence their performance? Will human drivers react differently to (fleets of) self-driving cars, and
can we incorporate this human reaction into the design of autonomous vehicles?
Answering these questions requires extensive competencies in the modeling
of human behavior and social systems which is far outside the scope of traditional computer science curricula. Nevertheless, the urgency to better integrate
technical and social aspects in the modeling of systems is being acknowledged
by a growing community of researchers that call for multi-level modeling techniques.Promising examples can be found in works showing that the feedback
between dynamic pricing mechanisms and consumer behavior can possibly trigger blackouts in smart grids [7]. To prevent such detrimental phenomena, we will
need to incorporate models for human behavior into smart grid technologies [8].
As an example, it has argued how formal calculus allows to operationalize social
aspects in socially-intelligent infrastructures [9, 10].
Regaining Control about Software Engineering With more than five decades
of experience, software engineering is one of the oldest disciplines in computer
science. Pioneers in this field provided us with powerful programming languages,
software design principles, methods to test, analyze and validate code, as well as
tools that support developers in their daily work. But despite these technological
and procedural advances, software engineering still poses a substantial challenge:
Credible reports indicate that a substantial fraction of software projects either
run over time (and budget) or fail altogether [11]. Technical factors aside, the
software engineering community has long ago acknowledged that human and
social aspects crucially influence the genesis of software systems [12]. Understanding development processes thus requires us to answer questions like: How
are coordination and communication structures of software developers related
to project success or code quality? How do motivational and psychological factors, such as emotions, influence software development? Does the social status
of developers influence how their software artifacts are perceived? And how
resilient is a development team against the departure of central team members?
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A growing number of quantitative studies at the interface between software
engineering and social science has taken on the challenge to answer these questions. Examples can be found in major software engineering venues like Mining
Software Repositories, Empirical Software Engineering or the International Conference on Software Engineering. A key aspect of these works is that they apply
state-of-the-art data mining and pattern recognition techniques to large-scale
data sets that capture rich, multifaceted traces of the collaboration and coordination between developers [13, 14]. This has allowed researchers to show how
social factors influence the productivity of software development teams [15, 16]
or how developer emotions influence software development processes [17, 18].
We are convinced that a wider adoption of such data-driven techniques, and
their integration with social science theories, will generate actionable insights
into the social dynamics at work in development teams, helping us to improve
both the process and the outcome of collaborative software engineering.
Will Computer Science become a Social Science? The fact that computer scientists are currently not well-trained for the challenges that we have
outlined calls for a more systematic integration of computer science with the
social sciences. A promising development in this direction is the emergence of
computational social science, which combines theories and methodologies from
the social sciences, including social psychology and behavioral economics, with
computer science approaches like large-scale simulations, data mining, and machine learning. The growing availability of large data sets of humans and their
interactions, both from offline and online domains, is a major driving force of
this interdisciplinary research community [19]. Pioneering works have shown
how large-scale analyses can be used to detect subtle patterns in social behavior
which can either corroborate or invalidate theories from the social sciences.
As such, the ubiquitous adoption of computing systems not only complicates
the design of technical systems. Making human and social aspects accessible to
measurement, modeling and thus specification can also help us to better design
and control socio-technical systems whose study has so far mostly been based
on anecdotal evidence or small-scale case studies [20]. However, for this we
must go beyond a mere phenomenological perspective, focusing instead on the
mechanisms underlying these phenomena. Data-driven modeling approaches
which, e.g., model dynamical processes in social networks or utilize agent-based
models to study collective phenomena, are needed to reproduce social behavior
and thus open up new ways to forecast and control systems dynamics. To
address these challenges, computer science must engage in a cross-fertilization
with sociologists, political scientists and psychologists. Failing to reach out to
these communities would have consequences not only for computer science, but
for society as a whole. As such, the question whether computer scientists will
be seen as part of the problem or as part of the solution is still open. The choice
is ours.
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